MON-D01:
Expanding the Field: Designing for Social Change
How can landscape
architects be
agents of positive
social change?
This discussion will consider
the means by which
landscape architects can
catalyze and improve
civic engagement, through
professional practice as
well as through alternative
careers in government, social
entrepreneurship, and more.
Creative Somervile Series | Mia Scharphie, Creative Agency

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
ÝÝ

Explore the critical role of landscape architects and designers in promoting social change.

ÝÝ

Discuss opportunities for civic engagement as an extension of landscape architectural practice.

ÝÝ

Consider the ways in which interdisciplinary collaboration and social change have expanded the field of landscape
architecture, creating new and exciting opportunities to contribute to social progress.

ÝÝ

Learn about alternative career paths for landscape architecture graduates that allow emerging practitioners to
apply their unique expertise to generate positive outcomes for communities.

#ExpandTheFieldASLA
This education session will use FXP | touch second screen technology to support audience
participation. We encourage you to utilize this interactive feature for note taking, as well
as to submit questions and comments throughout the presentation.
We also encourage responses both during and after the presentation via Twitter,
Facebook and Instagram using the hashtag #ExpandTheFieldASLA
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Session Presenters

Wileen Kao, PLA, ASLA

Associate Principal, Bishop Land Design
Contact: wk@bld.partners | www.bld.partners | @wileenkao
Wileen Kao is the Associate Principal of Bishop Land Design in Quincy, Massachusetts.
She is a registered landscape architect who has led the design of transformative open
spaces, landscapes and urban infrastructure projects in the United States, Middle East
and Asia. Engaging the intersections between landscape architecture and civic art, she
has served as Advisor and Juror for Creative City, an artist grant program led by the New
England Foundation for the Arts and the Barr Foundation. She teaches at the graduate
level in the Urban Landscape program at Northeastern University, leading studio and
visualization courses.

Andrea Hansen Phillips, ASLA

Founder, Datum Digital Studio
Contact: andrealmhansen@gmail.com | hellodatum.com | @andrealmhansen
Andrea Hansen Phillips is the principal of Datum Digital Studio, a boutique design
studio located Washington, D.C. which specializes in web design and development, data
visualization, community engagement tools, and mapping for landscape, architecture, and
urban design projects. She is also an Assistant Professor of Landscape Architecture at
the University of Virginia, and the founder of the Atlas of Visualization. Her publications
include Composite Landscapes (with Charles Waldheim), which won the 2015 ASLA
Honor Award for Publications. Previously, she was faculty at the Harvard University
Graduate School of Design, where she was the inaugural Daniel Urban Kiley Fellow.

Mia Scharphie, ASLA

Founder, Build Yourself, Creative Agency
Contact: mia@buildyourselfworkshop.com | buildyourselfworkshop.com | @miascharphie
Mia runs Creative Agency, a research and design research firm focused on placebased social change, and she founded Build Yourself, an empowerment workshop for
women in creative fields. Mia cofounded Proactive Practices, a research collaborative
on social impact design, and has been a resident at the Harvard Innovation Lab, and an
entrepreneurial practice Research Fellow at Northeastern University. She serves on
the Equity Roundtable of the Boston Society of Architects and was recently named a 40
Under 40 by Impact Design Hub. She is a graduate of the Harvard Graduate School of
Design and Brown University.
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Session Outline
OVERVIEW
Defining Landscape Architecture

Bishop Land Design |
Wileen Kao

ÝÝ

Recognizing the increasingly interdisciplinary nature of landscape architecture.

ÝÝ

Acknowledging the critical role landscape architects and designers play in
community activation and civic participation.

Designing for Social Change
ÝÝ

Extending landscape architectural practice to include more opportunities for
community engagement.

ÝÝ

Forging new pathways for socially responsible design.

Career Strategies
Build Yourself + Workshop |
Mia Scharphie

ÝÝ

Developing roles within and beyond traditional landscape architectural practice.

ÝÝ

Embracing the potential impact of landscape architects and designers in instigating
social change and community engagement.

EXTENSIONS OF PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE:
Opportunities For Community Participation
Landscape Architecture and Civic Engagement

New England Foundation for
the Arts | Wileen Kao

ÝÝ

Looking beyond design of public open spaces and taking a proactive role in
promoting civic participation.

ÝÝ

Spatial design, programming and activation—visualizing civic spaces as the stage for
social engagement.

Interdisciplinary Perspectives and Conversation Building
ÝÝ

Identifying critical links between landscape architecture and other fields such as art,
environmental design, community programming, and economic development.

ÝÝ

Becoming an active participant in the conversations that are changing our cities.

Forging Connections and Finding Opportunities for Change
Sound Sculpture | Ryan
Edwards, Creative City
Grant Recipient

ÝÝ

Bringing expertise as a landscape architect to organizations, committees and civic
groups.

ÝÝ

Contributing to new initiatives and visions that redefine the typical constructs of
design, art, and community engagement.
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Session Outline, Continued
PORTFOLIO CAREERS IN LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE:
Bridging Public, Private and Academic Practice
What is a portfolio career?

Community How-To Guides |
Andrea Hansen Phillips

ÝÝ

Finding a career “sweet spot” that satisfies your personal and social agenda.

ÝÝ

Balancing academia, entrepreneurship, etc. to build a diverse, hybrid career.

ÝÝ

Building a flexible private practice as an emerging designer.

Academia as a vehicle for driving community participation and
activism in design
ÝÝ

Encouraging community practice through the academic design studio.

ÝÝ

Reviewing case studies in academic/community partnerships.

Alternative practices for entrepreneurship in landscape
architecture
University of Tennessee
Community Studio |
Andrea Hansen Phillips

ÝÝ

Encouraging community practice in professional work.

ÝÝ

Reviewing case studies in landscape/community partnerships.

BEING A CREATIVE AGENT:
Social Impact Through Design, Research and Empowerment
Blending financial and social benefits
ÝÝ

Social entrepreneurship and what it means for design

ÝÝ

Bringing it into practice:
Building business models for social impact design (proactivepractices.org)

ÝÝ

Always add social and financial value:
How to differentiate yourself and your firm through meeting client need

Equitable Practices Make Equitable Communities
Urban Arboreta: Sprouting
Possibilities | Land Health
Institute and Urban Arboreta

ÝÝ

Walking the walk through running and pushing for equitable workplaces

ÝÝ

Tools and practices: Pay gap audits, blind review policies, equitable speaking

ÝÝ

Your business (or job) is a vehicle: Aligning your business practice with social values
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Discussion Points
DEFINING THE FIELD
ÝÝ

In expanding the possibilities for landscape architecture and interdisciplinary collaboration, are we strengthening
the field or diluting its role?

ÝÝ

How has the perception of landscape architects as stewards of environment and community evolved over time?
What direction do you see the field moving in next?

INDIVIDUAL AGENCY
ÝÝ

What individual opportunities have you found for redefining the role of landscape architect?

ÝÝ

What challenges have you encountered in your efforts to instigate change, and how have you addressed them?

ÝÝ

What agency do you have today to be a more active agent of change wherever you stand?

PROFESSIONAL EMPOWERMENT
ÝÝ

How can our business practices align with our goals of better social engagement?

ÝÝ

How can we balance and optimize financial compensation with other types of compensation and impact?

Resources
ÝÝ

Proactive Practices: proactivepractices.org

ÝÝ

Impact! Design for Social Change: impact.sva.edu
Includes webinar videos providing advice to creative professionals on community engagement, social
entrepreneurship, and relationship building

ÝÝ

PennDesign’s Expanded Careers for Architecture/Landscape:
www.vpul.upenn.edu/careerservices/careerfields/expandedarchlinks.php

ÝÝ

Impact Design Hub: impactdesignhub.org
Includes a jobs page

ÝÝ

Equity by Design: eqxdesign.com

ÝÝ

Women in Design (multiple local chapters, search for “Women in Design” on Google)

ÝÝ

Council of Educators in Landscape Architecture: thecela.org
The definitive source of job listings for academic positions in landscape architecture at every level. Will soon be
launching a mentorship program as well.

ÝÝ

The Guardian: Building Freelance Portfolio Careers in the Creative Industries:
https://www.theguardian.com/careers/2015/jun/07/building-freelance-portfolio-careers-creative-industriesadvice-live-chat (scroll down to comments section for live chat panel archive)
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